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Abstract
Background

The cause of death statistics in Germany include a relatively high share (26% in 2017) of ill-de�ned deaths (IDD). To make
use of the cause of death statistics for Burden of Disease calculations we redistribute those IDD to valid causes of death.

Methods

The process of proportional redistribution is described in detail. It makes use of the distribution of the valid ICD-codes in the
data. We use examples of stroke, diabetes, and heart failure to illustrate how IDD are reallocated.

Results

The largest increases for both women and men can be found for lower respiratory infections, diabetes mellitus, and stroke.
The numbers of deaths for these causes more than double after redistribution.

Conclusion

This is the �rst comprehensive redistribution of IDD within the German cause of death statistics. Performing a redistribution
is necessary, otherwise there would be an underreporting of certain causes of death or large numbers of deaths coded to
residual or unspeci�c codes.

Background
Globally, burden of disease (BoD) analyses are performed to assess the health state of populations [1]. Applying a
standardized concept which covers all relevant health impairments allows comparing different diseases and injuries as well
as related risk factors [2]. A key component of BoD studies is the summary measure of population health the Disability-
Adjusted Life Year (DALY). DALY summarize the amount and severity of health problems experienced by a population and
consider both fatal and non-fatal health outcomes [3]. The effect of the fatal health outcome is expressed by using the Years
of Life Lost, the non-fatal health outcome is measured through Years Lost due to Disability (YLD).

The calculation of the YLL is usually based on the cause of death (CoD) statistics, which use information from death
certi�cates. In most cases the death certi�cate includes more than one cause and often the full chain of events leading to
death. In Germany the CoD are classi�ed according to the principles of the International Statistical Classi�cation of Diseases
and Related Health Problems (ICD-10, WHO Version). Besides the physician certifying the death, specialized coders in the
statistical and health o�ces, as well as supporting software may in�uence the decision on the main, underlying CoD, that is
then transferred to the national CoD statistics [4]. The underlying CoD should be the starting point of the chain of events
leading to death. Secondary preceding causes and comorbidities recorded on the death certi�cate are not included in the
nationally reported CoD statistics in Germany [5]. Furthermore, in some federal states the coding of the underlying CoD is
done electronically through the implementation of speci�c software (Iris/MUSE). However, many federal states are still
coding manually [6–9]. This may result in imprecisions.

Due to various reasons some ICD-10-codes in the CoD statistics are considered to be not su�ciently informative or valid for
BoD estimations – sometimes referred to as garbage codes [10]. In the following, we refer to them as ill-de�ned (causes of)
death or IDD. These codes describe conditions which cannot or should not be considered as an underlying CoD [11, 12].
Reasons for this might be missing information regarding the death or lack of training of the person coding the death [13]. A
more detailed description on the major types of IDD can be found in Appendix 1.

Though this phenomenon occurs in all CoD statistics worldwide the amount of the IDD varies largely across countries [14–
16]. Comparing the shares of IDD in the CoD statistics for the years 2015 or 2016 from six countries with rather advanced
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health systems, Mikkelsen et al. revealed, that the share of IDD in Germany (26%) ranges between the shares found in
Canada (22%) and in Japan (36%) [15]. Depending on the amount of IDD, the CoD statistics may not accurately re�ect a
country’s mortality, hampering comparisons or leading to biased priorities [17]. In consequence, as the underlying cause is
not clearly identi�able large amounts of deaths with residual or unspeci�c codes may not be considered when deriving
speci�c public health measures. Furthermore, the actual importance of certain CoD may be largely underestimated. IDD in
this respect challenge BoD studies worldwide because a valid recording and reporting of CoD in a population, is the basis for
calculating YLL and hence BoD estimations.

The Institute for Health Metrics and Evaluation (IHME), responsible for the Global Burden of Diseases, Injuries, and Risk
Factors (GBD) Study, has provided a thorough classi�cation of the IDD which is updated with each cycle of the GBD study.
Before calculating YLL these IDD are redistributed to valid CoD, using different statistical methods and employing profound
and comprehensive algorithms [10, 16]. In general, the methods used for the redistribution in the GBD study include
proportional reassignment, �xed proportions, regression models, experts’ opinions, and fractional assignment of a death
assigned to multiple causes [10]. The World Health Organization developed a different classi�cation of IDD [18], still
resulting in a relatively high share of deaths being classi�ed as IDD in Germany [19].

Besides the GBD study, national BoD assessments are becoming increasingly available [20–22]. The project BURDEN 2020 –
Burden of disease in Germany at national and regional level – is piloting a national BoD study for Germany [23]. The
identi�cation of IDD in this study follows the methodology provided by the GBD study [24, personal communications with M.
Naghavi 2019]. Furthermore, part of the GBD study’s redistribution methods are adopted and applied to the German context.
In contrast to the GBD study’s calculations for Germany, in BURDEN 2020 the YLL calculation and thus the IDD redistribution
are performed not only on national but also on subnational level. The aim of the present article is to provide an in-depth
description of the procedures for redistributing the IDD to valid codes in BURDEN 2020 and the impact this has on the case
numbers for speci�c CoD in Germany.

Methods
The German CoD statistics provide only one CoD, the underlying CoD. In BURDEN 2020 we therefore chose a redistribution
method which refers to this one underlying CoD and makes use of the proportional distribution of deaths across valid ICD-
codes. In general, 4 steps need to be taken to adjust the CoD statistics for calculating BoD: 1) de�ning and grouping IDD in
IDD packages, 2) de�ning valid target codes (re�ecting the probable true underlying CoD) for each IDD package, 3) deciding
on and applying a redistribution methodology, 4) structuring and grouping of ICD-codes to form suitable CoD. We follow the
de�nition of IDD and the corresponding target codes (step 1 and 2) from the GBD study but chose our own approach for the
redistribution (step 3). The grouping of ICD-10-codes to cause groups (step 4) has also been adapted from the GBD study.
Hence, we shortly describe the four steps of utilizing CoD statistics for BoD estimations in the following, before we describe
the complex redistribution processes (here step 3) in detail in the second part of the Methods section.

1) IDD de�nition and grouping in IDD packages
The GBD list of IDD contains more than 7,000 ICD-10-codes (3- and 4-digit codes) of which 859 actually occur in the German
CoD statistics in 2017. Overall, 932,269 deaths were registered in 2017 and 26% of all deaths were coded as IDD [19]. The
IDD are grouped in IDD packages. This grouping is based on the thematic association of certain ICD-codes and entails that
all deaths belonging to one package are redistributed together following the same procedure. For each package a set of so-
called target codes (see following section) is de�ned.

Depending on the type of IDD (impossible, intermediate, immediate, and unspeci�ed cause; see Appendix 1), different
objectives are pursued with the redistribution. Impossible IDD should be more generally allocated to various plausible CoD.
The aim of handling sequela (intermediate and immediate causes) is to trace back to the underlying CoD. Unspeci�ed
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causes should be transferred to more speci�c ones. In the correction process age, sex, and regional (place of residency)
assignments are not changed.

2) De�nition of target codes for IDD
The IDD have to be reassigned to valid ICD-codes and consequently to valid CoD. The valid codes are called target codes and
for each IDD package a set of target codes is de�ned. Target codes can be considered as the probable true underlying CoD in
case that a speci�c IDD was coded. BURDEN 2020 follows the GBD methodology in this step and thus, uses the same sets of
target codes [16]. In general, the de�nition of the target codes requires understanding the pathology and epidemiology of the
IDD. The target codes were made available to the BURDEN 2020 project through personal communication with Mohsen
Naghavi as part of a memorandum of understanding between the Robert Koch Institute and IHME.

3) Decision regarding redistribution method
In BURDEN 2020 we apply a proportional redistribution method for dealing with IDD. This means that the distribution of the
IDD to target codes starts from the empirical proportion of valid codes as reported in the death register. In Fig. 1 the
redistribution of the IDD is depicted by using an example. The target codes for the IDD unspeci�ed stroke can be grouped in
three speci�c stroke groups: ischemic stroke, intracerebral hemorrhage, and subarachnoid hemorrhage. In our example,
ischemic stroke accounts for 59.9% of all valid codes. Accordingly, 59.9% of all IDD are redistributed to the group of ischemic
strokes. Hence, the original proportion remains stable meaning that the distribution of valid codes is the same before (in
blue) and after (in red) the redistribution. The main assumption in the proportional redistribution is, that the empirical
distribution of target codes represents the actual distribution of CoD in the population. The redistribution with all necessary
steps to be taken will be explained in detail in the following section (Approach for the redistribution in BURDEN 2020).

4) Structuring and Grouping of ICD-codes
The CoD statistics in Germany are available on a very detailed level of ICD-10 (four-digit codes). However, to get a
comprehensive picture of CoD in Germany and to increase usability for public health concerns, this information needs to be
aggregated and simpli�ed. For this purpose, the hierarchical organization of the CoD at different levels, adopted from the
GBD study, is implemented in BURDEN 2020 (Fig. 2) [16]. At the highest level (level 1), all valid ICD-10-codes are classed into
three broad cause categories: 1) Communicable, maternal, neonatal, and nutritional diseases (CMNN), 2) Non-communicable
diseases (NCD), and 3) Injuries. Level 2 disaggregates these level 1 causes into 21 cause groups. NCD for example are
subdivided into cardiovascular diseases, neoplasms, chronic respiratory diseases etc. (see Table A1 in appendix). On level 3
cardiovascular diseases for example are further distinguished as among others in ischemic heart disease or stroke. For some
ICD-10-codes level 3 is the most detailed cause level. Where more detailed data are available or speci�c policy requirements
exist a further disaggregation at level 4 is possible [24; personal communications with M. Naghavi 2019]. Diabetes for
example on level 4 is divided into diabetes mellitus Type 1 and Type 2. For stroke we can differentiate between ischemic
stroke, intracerebral hemorrhage, and subarachnoid hemorrhage on level 4.

This cause hierarchy (see Fig. 2 and Table A1 in the appendix) also is the framework for presenting results on the disease
burden related to cause speci�c mortality. It is comprehensive in the way that all valid ICD-codes are assigned to one
exclusive cause on each level [16]. We adapted this GBD mapping of ICD-codes to CoD and refer to the different levels in the
results section of this paper and other publications [25, 26].

Approach for the redistribution of IDD in BURDEN 2020
A step-by-step description of the redistribution procedure applied in BURDEN 2020 is presented in Fig. 3. The share of 26%
IDD of all deaths in 2017 is grouped and assigned to target codes (see section before). As the IDD are grouped in 166
different packages (159 occurring in the German data), each package has a clearly assigned set of target codes whereas
target codes are not exclusively assigned to only one package. Hence, speci�c codes can be assigned as target codes for
several IDD packages.
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The IDD packages are redistributed successively, shifting IDD to valid ICD-codes. In this way, the redistribution procedure is a
stepwise reassignment. Accordingly, the number of valid ICD-codes increases with each redistributed package. Since more
cases are de�ned as valid after each redistribution step, the number of cases forming the empirical distribution of valid
target codes for the next step of the redistribution increases consecutively.

Beyond the rational of using distinct packages, the redistribution is carried out age and sex speci�c. For instance, when
reallocating unspeci�ed stroke which is considered an IDD in women aged 82 we use the valid distribution of target codes
within the group of women aged 80 to 84. Furthermore, the redistribution is performed on a subnational level (here federal
states) which assures that regional variations in the CoD statistics are considered (see below).

Example for redistribution: Stroke
For most IDD packages a set of general target codes is de�ned which are neither age nor sex speci�c. One example outlined
here is a package that encompasses all IDD belonging to the category of unspeci�ed stroke. Different target ICD-codes are
assigned to this package which can be grouped to three different causes: ischemic stroke, intracerebral hemorrhage, and
subarachnoid hemorrhage (see Fig. 4). All IDD belonging to the unspeci�ed stroke package are redistributed to the same
target codes. However, the proportions of those target codes vary by age and sex. Figure 4 shows the causes containing the
speci�c target codes for unspeci�ed stroke and their proportions in women and men aged 80 to 84. Among women 60.1% of
all cases with unspeci�ed stroke are reassigned to ischemic stroke, 33.0% are moved to intracerebral hemorrhage, and 6.9%
belong to subarachnoid hemorrhage after redistribution. For men in the same age group the proportions are 58.5%, 34.4%,
and 7.1%, respectively.

Example for redistribution: Gastrointestinal bleeding – with varying
target codes
Some IDD packages have sets of target codes that vary by age or sex. Gastrointestinal bleeding is only reassigned to other
diarrheal diseases and other digestive disease for deaths under 15 years of age (here illustrated for boys aged 1–4).
However, for deaths at the age of 15 or older (here displayed for men aged 80–84) a larger set of target codes and resulting
underlying CoD is assumed, including colon and rectum cancer, stomach cancer, and cirrhosis and other chronic liver
diseases (see Fig. 5).

Subnational redistribution
Redistribution is not only carried out within each sex and age group but is also performed on a subnational level. In the
project BURDEN 2020 [26] we aim to report BoD estimates for the 96 German spatial planning regions (SPR). However, in
less populated SPR empirically only very few or no deaths may be assigned to the target codes, especially in younger age
groups. This results in a distribution with missing target codes (e.g. 0% of cases), which makes a redistribution of IDD to
those valid codes impossible. To overcome this problem, still taking regional variation into account, we chose the distribution
of valid ICD-codes of the 16 federal states for subnational redistribution. Through the last place of residency of the
deceased, we can identify the SPR as well as the federal state. Hence, for redistributing IDD age and sex speci�c empirical
proportions of target codes on the federal state level are used (see example in Fig. 6). Additionally however, the results can
still be presented for each SPR.

Estimation of the uncertainty intervals
In Fig. 3 estimating uncertainty is presented as a separate process. More speci�cally, we want to estimate uncertainty that
evolves from redistributing IDD to valid target codes. We consider this by randomly reassigning new codes and repeating this
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procedure 1,000 times. In practice, to each person with an IDD we generate 1,000 random numbers between 0 and 1.
Thereafter, we use the speci�c distribution of target codes for reassigning ICD-codes (Fig. 7).

Referring again to stroke, the distribution for women (aged 80 to 84), which was 60.1% ischemic stroke, 33.0% intracerebral
hemorrhage, and 6.9% subarachnoid hemorrhage is rede�ned in intervals. Proceeding this way the random numbers can be
easily used for reassigning new ICD-codes. Random numbers between 0 and 0.601 are assigned to the cause ischemic
stroke, values between 0.601 and 0.931 to intracerebral hemorrhage, and values between 0.931 and 1.000 to subarachnoid
hemorrhage. This means that a higher proportion of a target code results in a higher probability for assignment to this code.
The uncertainty intervals can be derived by observing the distribution across the 1,000 draws in terms of minimum,
maximum and mean number of deaths with a speci�c target code. This results in uncertainty intervals for all valid CoD.
Additionally, the 1,000 draws can be used to depict uncertainty when calculating YLL [25].

Results
In the �rst part of the results section, we want to illustrate how the redistributed cases are reallocated from IDD to valid
causes, looking at speci�c examples. In the second part, we take a broader perspective and compare all cases before and
after redistribution by cause level.

Examples: heart failure, stroke, and diabetes

Heart failure redistribution
One of the biggest groups of IDD in Germany is heart failure. Physicians often choose heart failure as underlying CoD which
results in 39,300 cases in the German CoD statistics in 2017 [14]. Heart failure is de�ned as an IDD because it cannot be the
underlying CoD but is rather the consequence of other underlying causes (e.g. ischemic heart disease). Nevertheless, this
code is largely used as a main CoD, hampering the use of CoD statistics for BoD analyses.

The de�ned target codes for heart failure are spread across the whole ICD catalogue (Fig. 8). Of the 39,300 heart failure
cases on average almost 22,800 cases are redistributed to cardiovascular diseases, 6,000 to neoplasms, and 4,300 to
diabetes and kidney diseases. 2,700 cases are redistributed to chronic respiratory diseases and 2,000 to respiratory
infections and tuberculosis. For 2017, the largest cause group on level 2 is cardiovascular diseases of which on level 3 the
largest causes are ischemic heart disease, stroke, and hypertensive heart disease. All heart failure IDD reallocated to
neoplasms on level 2, are mainly composed of tracheal, bronchus, and lung cancer, colon and rectum cancer, as well as
breast cancer on level 3.

Stroke redistribution
Besides observing which are the biggest groups of target codes for a speci�c IDD, it is also interesting to analyze which IDD
contribute most to a concrete valid CoD. Below is the example for stroke as a cause showing a signi�cant increase by 34,200
deaths after redistribution (Fig. 9).

The data for 2017 show that the IDD group of unspeci�ed stroke that includes 24,500 cases on average contributes most to
the increase of stroke as a valid CoD. Thereafter, heart failure contributes around 4,400 cases, the impossible CoD 1,200, and
hypertension 1,000. As a result, the number of deaths from stroke has increased from 30,975 cases to 65,218 (see Table 3).

Diabetes redistribution
Diabetes is another CoD where the number of deaths increases largely due to redistribution, especially since a large amount
of unspeci�ed diabetes types are recorded on death certi�cates. Figure 10 indicates that the increase of diabetes cases after
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redistribution is around threefold. Whereas, the heart failure (Fig. 8) and stroke (Fig. 9) examples put emphasis on the
redistributed cases, Fig. 10 explicitly includes valid cases before and after redistribution. Figure A1 in the Appendix
additionally depicts the precise IDD groups contributing to diabetes type 1 and 2. Besides the already stated largest group of
unspeci�ed diabetes, IDD belonging to the groups of chronic kidney disease due to unspeci�ed type, heart failure, and
impossible CoD contribute most to diabetes.

Cases before and after redistribution

Cases before and after redistribution on level 1 and 2
On level 1 all CoD are divided into three groups. Before redistribution 10,091 deaths are assigned to communicable, maternal,
neonatal, and nutritional diseases (CMNN: 1.5%), 649,658 to non-communicable diseases (NCD: 93.9%) and 31,718 to
injuries (4.6%). After redistribution 36,930 cases are de�ned as CMNN (4.0%), 850,534 (91.2%) as NCD and 44,805 (4.8%) as
injuries (Table 1). The number of cases with CMNN as CoD displays a threefold increase. This results in 4.0% of all deaths
being assigned to this group instead of 1.5% before redistribution. The share of NCD on the other hand decreases in the
process of redistribution from 93.9–91.2%. However, by numbers of deaths it remains by far the largest group.

Table 1
Cases by causes of death – Level 1, before and after redistribution of cases with ill-de�ned causes of death

  Before
redistribution

Share After
redistribution

Share

Communicable, maternal, neonatal, and nutritional
diseases

10,091 1.5% 36,930 4.0%

Non-communicable diseases 649,658 93.9% 850,534 91.2%

Injuries 31,718 4.6% 44,805 4.8%

Invalid ICD-codes 240,802      

Total 932,269   932,269  

Source: causes of death statistics, Germany, 2017, own calculations

 

On level 2 the ranking of the top three CoD – cardiovascular diseases, neoplasm, and neurological diseases – remains
unchanged. In contrast, after redistribution diabetes and kidney diseases move two ranks up to the forth position. Chronic
respiratory diseases and digestive diseases both lose one rank after redistribution. Apart from that, the effect of the
redistribution can be evaluated looking at the percent of increase. Cardiovascular diseases and neoplasms cause the most
deaths in Germany and account for 64.5% of all deaths. Irrespective of the unchanged ranking for these conditions with 42%
and 25% respectively, we nevertheless observe a large increase in case numbers after redistribution. The highest increases,
however, can be shown for CoD which are probably underreported: respiratory infections (1,135% increase) and diabetes and
kidney diseases (79% increase). The increase in respiratory infections mostly results from unspeci�ed pneumonias being
reallocated. Also, the number of HIV/AIDS and sexually transmitted infections increases signi�cantly (235% increase),
though this in general is only causing a small number of deaths.

Table 2 Deaths by causes on level 2 before and after redistribution of IDD
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Source: causes of death statistics, Germany, 2017, own calculations; UI: uncertainty intervals

 

Top 20 causes of death (level 3) before and after redistribution
In Table 3 the 20 most frequent CoD on level 3 before and after the redistribution of the IDD are presented. For women the
top three CoD after redistribution are ischemic heart disease, stroke, and Alzheimer’s disease and other dementias. For men
these are ischemic heart disease, tracheal, bronchus and lung cancer, and stroke.

As before, we observe quite large variation in the percent of increase in case numbers after redistribution. The largest
increases for both women and men can be found for lower respiratory infections (+ 1450% and + 1239%, respectively),
diabetes mellitus (+ 224% and + 217%), and stroke (+ 122% and + 96%). As indicated before lower respiratory infections
increase to such extent due to the great amount of unspeci�ed pneumonias in the data.

Table 3 The 20 most frequent causes of death, for women (A) and men (B) before and after redistribution (level 3)

A – women
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Source: causes of death statistics, Germany, 2017, own calculations

B – men

Source: causes of death statistics, Germany, 2017, own calculation
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Discussion
In this paper the method of redistributing IDD to valid CoD, as carried out in the German BoD study BURDEN 2020, has been
illustrated. Whereas some parts of the method like identi�cation of IDD and target codes were adopted from the GBD study,
the redistribution and the approach to calculate uncertainties were in large parts own developments. Our aim was to depict
how CoD statistics can be made suitable for BoD estimations and beyond. Since 26% of all deaths in Germany in 2017 are
de�ned as IDD, we observe considerable changes in cases numbers before and after redistribution. For the speci�c CoD
stroke, diabetes, and respiratory infections the numbers more than double.

The method used for the redistribution is in part an adaptation of the GBD method, adjusted to the German data. The results
show that there are some signi�cant differences, when comparing the �nal CoD data. The GBD study (2017) was estimating
about 15,000 more deaths in 2017 in Germany than the German national CoD statistics [16]. This difference is most likely
due to the additional correction steps that IHME applies when assessing the data quality and population coverage. The
difference in the total number of deaths is re�ected also in the cause speci�c number of deaths. However, the proportions of
the main groups of CoD are very much comparable between the GBD and the German BURDEN 2020 study.

The development and implementation of methodologies for redistributing IDD is also done in other countries [21, 22, 27, 28].
The methods applied mainly re�ect the available country speci�c data. Accordingly, the handling of IDD in national BoD
studies differs signi�cantly. In Scotland the CoD statistics include information on multiple CoD and in some cases deaths
can be linked to individual clinical records. Thus, it is possible to develop a more precise, country speci�c method of
identifying and redistributing IDD [29]. Likewise, Australia has developed an own algorithm of redistributing IDD. It includes
several methods such as data linkage for obtaining additional information, usage of multiple CoD statistics, and
proportional redistribution [28]. Other countries that lack multiple CoD statistics are forced to rely on alternative methods. For
instance, Brazil has performed further research based on information from different health service providers or verbal
autopsy. In cases where the actual CoD was not possible to be de�ned a proportional redistribution method was applied [27].
In the Netherlands experts pursue a one-number-policy, they do not redistribute IDD but instead use the CoD statistics without
adjustment [30].

The above described method of redistribution is applied on the federal state level. It must be considered that the subnational
differences in mortality registration procedures in�uence the quality of the data and the regional amount of IDD [19, 31].
Thus, the uncertainty bands are of high importance additionally depicting the variation in quality of CoD registration between
the regions.

Limitations and Strengths

The adopted method used the de�nition of IDD as developed by IHME as part of the GBD study. However, it must be
considered that in many cases scientists and physicians may have different perspectives on which diseases should be
de�ned as IDD. For instance, for some CoD there is no consensus whether the condition should be classi�ed as underlying
CoD or as a sequela of another disease, the second being an intermediate or secondary CoD. A critical example is septicemia,
which is considered an IDD in the GBD study, with its own redistribution package. This assessment is controversially
discussed, as some experts see septicemia, at least for a part of the reported deaths, as the underlying CoD [32].

Another limitation of the study is the lack of multiple CoD data. The redistribution methodology in Germany could be largely
improved should this kind of data become available. Further research is underway to test possible redistribution methods
using multiple CoD data for some regions in Germany. Related to this, a further limitation of the applied method is the
assumption that the valid CoD present the true distribution of valid codes. To overcome this issue, in BURDEN 2020
uncertainty intervals supporting the interpretation of results are provided indicating the margin in which the actual death
counts may vary.
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Advantageously, the applied redistribution method is transparent and comprehensible. Another strength of the study is the
high quality of the German mortality data, especially with regard to registering the correct number and the age and sex of the
deceased. In Germany almost full coverage of all deaths can be assumed and hence no methods for correction of possible
underreporting must be applied. For many other countries, where mortality data do not have the same quality, and
consequently a lower coverage, the GBD study has developed methods for corrections [16]. Another strength of the study, is
the redistribution of IDD on a subnational level. As shown before [19] the quality of the CoD statistics in Germany differs
strongly between the federal states. Additionally, we generally expect and observe differing mortality patterns across the
federal states [33, 34], e.g. due to differences in age structure and socio-economic status [35, 36].

Outlook

The method described here re�ects the availability of data in Germany. It is the �rst comprehensive redistribution of IDD
within the CoD statistics for Germany. Further methodological developments are possible. We have only analyzed data from
one year (2017). Looking at trend data (3-year or 5-year period) might limit random variations in the CoD data. Other aspects
of the improvement include the usage of multiple CoD data which will allow a better determination of the target codes and
the redistribution proportions. Furthermore, the selection of the target codes needs a better documentation and possible a
revision in the future. At the moment the selection of the target codes is based on current research and expert assessment,
provided by IHME, with not always clear facts and description.

Performing a redistribution method on the CoD statistics is currently very important. Otherwise there would be an
underreporting of certain CoD or large numbers of deaths coded to residual or unspeci�c codes. However, more efforts
should be put into obtaining a better quality of death registries and hence CoD data. This encompasses de�ning the
underlying CoD as well as providing information on the accompanying diseases [31]. The nationwide implementation of the
Iris/MUSE software, which improves the electronic processing and correction of CoD data, is a step in that direction and will
contribute to better registration of the underlying CoD [8, 9]. From a public health perspective these successive improvements
are of large importance as CoD data are an important information base for the identi�cation of needs, the prioritization of
actions required, and the development of targeted interventions.
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Figures

Figure 1

Example for the proportional redistribution of unspeci�ed stroke Source: own depiction
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Figure 2

Causes of death hierarchy of the GBD study Source: [16, Appendix]
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Figure 3

Consecutive process of redistributing IDD to valid ICD-codes Source: own depiction of redistribution of IDD to valid ICD-codes
in the project BURDEN 2020 IDD: ill-de�ned deaths; n: number of deaths
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Figure 4

Example for the redistribution of unspeci�ed stroke IDD in women and men aged 80 to 84 Source: own depiction

Figure 5

Example for the age speci�c redistribution of gastrointestinal bleeding Source: own depiction
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Figure 6

Example for the subnational redistribution of IDD in the federal states of Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania and Bavaria
Source: own depiction
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Figure 7

Example for estimating uncertainty when redistributing IDD to valid ICD-codes Source: own depiction of estimating
uncertainty in the project BURDEN 2020 IDD: ill-de�ned deaths
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Figure 8

Redistribution of cases classi�ed heart failure IDD to causes (level 2 and 3) Source: causes of death statistics, Germany,
2017, own calculations
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Figure 9

Redistribution of cases classi�ed as IDD to stroke (level 3) Source: causes of death statistics, Germany, 2017, own
calculations IDD: ill-de�ned deaths, CNS: central nervous system

Figure 10

Redistribution of cases classi�ed as IDD to Diabetes mellitus Type 1 and 2 on level 4 Source: causes of death statistics,
Germany, 2017, own calculations
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